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INTRODUCTION

Navy experience with large, truck-mounted crane outrigger loads on
pier decks has demonstrated that current American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) wheel load distribution
formulas applied to the case of patch loads on reinforced concrete slabs
are very conservative. An initial numerical parameter study of flat
plates subjected to concentrated loads showed that lateral load distri-
bution is more significant than allowed by AASHTO. An existing pier was
tested concurrently to verify the parameter study.

Two prototype reinforced concrete pier decks were designed: the
first one following AASHTO's formula, the second assuming a more effi-
cient lateral load distribution as determined in the parameter study.
The second design represented large savings in materials and labor. A
one-third scale model of the latter design was constructed and tested at
the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL).

The objectives of the study were to:

1. Verify the soundness and safety of a more economical pier
design.

2. Measure the lateral distribution of patch loads in the scale
rodel.

3. Establish experimentally the load capacity and mode of failure
of the scale model.

4. Obtain the lateral distribution by using a finite element
model.

5. Determine the lateral distribution analytically by using
influence surfaces based on classical plate theory.

6. Derive simple, empirical design criteria for outrigger load

distribution that would provide a more accurate alternative to
current designs.

"Distribut'on of Crane Loads and Concrete Pier Deck Design," is a
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) sponsored project in the
Operations and Maintenance, Navy (O&MN) funded Engineering Investigation
(El) Program.



BACKGROUND

Navy experience using portable truck cranes on reinforced pier
decks strongly suggests that AASHTO wheel load distribution formulas
(Ref 1) are very conservative. Tests on full-scale isotropic bridge
decks have shown ultimate capacities far in excess of the allowable (Ref
2). The current Ontario (Canada) Bridge Design Code (Ref 3) allows a
reduction in flexural reinforcing steel in concrete decks on laterally
restrained supports. An analytical and experimental study on load dis-
tribution for haunched deck panels (Ref 4) concluded that AASHTO load
distribution design allowables could be increased up to 45 percent for
20-foot spans.

The AASHTO approach (Ref 5) is to calculate an "effective" width,
E, over which the concentrated wheel load is assumed to be uniformly
distributed:

E = 4.0 + 0.06S (feet)

where S is the span length. A larger value of E equates to more effi-
cient (effective) distribution of load. Flexural reinforcement is then
determined from an equivalent strip of width, E, carrying the total
load. The maximum value of E is limited to 7 feet. AASHTO does not
address shear distribution, change in moment distribution away from the
point of load, or change in moment distribution due to load position
(near support or edge).

Navy pier decks are subjected to large patch loads from mobile
truck crane outrigger pads. Maximum loads are on the order of 140 kips
(90-ton crane) and are applied through square outrigger pads. Current
design loads for Navy pier decks also include concentrated wheel loads
of forklifts, trucks, and mobile cranes. It is current practice to
treat mobile crane outrigger loads the same as wheel loads and apply
AASHTO distribution formulas. Since outrigger loads are much larger
than vehicular wheel loads, they often are the critical live loads for
Navy pier decks.

PARAMETER STUDY

The initial finite element parameter study examined one-way slabs
with span lengths ranging from 14 feet to 24 feet and pier widths from
50 feet to 150 feet. Loads were applied over a 2-foot square area. The
finite element discretization used 1-foot square plate elements. Two
types of elements were examined: a 3-node discrete Kirchhoff formula-
tion plate element and a 9-node Mindlin/Reissner formulation shell
element. The computer code ADINA was used (Ref 6).

Early observations revealed that concentrated load distribution did
not change for widths beyond 40 feet for the range of spans considered.
The effect of shear deformation was determined negligible and the sim-
plified 3-node plate element was more effective. Support conditions
were varied from pinned to fully fixed.

In addition to load application at midspan, the effect on distribu-
tion of moving tne load toward a support as well as toward a free edge
was quantified. The effect of ioad-pad-size-to-span-length ratio was
also investigated.
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FIELD TESTS ON PIER 5002

Load tests were conducted on an inservice pier (Pier 5002) at the
Navy Submarine Base, San Diego. Single patch loads were applied at
midspan and quarterspan. Pier 5002 was selected because its deck was
newly constructed and uncluttered with design features such as trenches,
duct banks, manholes or curbs, which detract from pure slab behavior.
The test area is shown in Figure 1. The center of the test span (Figure
2) was 80 feet from the end of the pier and 20 feet from the pier cen-
terline. The deck consisted of a layer of cast-in-place concrete over
precast, prestressed planks. The total deck thickness was 18 inches.

Fifteen, paper-backed wire, SR-4 strain gages with 6-inch gage
length were mounted at the locations shown in Figure 3 The gages were
cemented to the deck sLurf'ace one day prior to testing. The gages were
aligned longitudinally with the pier except for gage 5 (at midspan)
which was set transverse!,.

Load was applied by stacking two crane calibration weights. A
38-kip and a 42-klp weight were used. They were positioned over a
2-foot square, 3/4-inch-thick plywood pad using a mobile truck crane.
Four load tests were conducted at locations shown in Figure 3: (1) load
applied at midspan over gages 4 and 5, (2) load at quarterspan over gage
12, (3) load at midspan over gage 6, and (4) a repeat test with the load
over gages 4 and 5.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN CHANGES

For a typical Navy pier span of 18 ,eet, AASHTO's effective width
is 5.08 feet. A reinforced concrete deck design resulting from AASHTO
load distribution for an 18-foot span is detailed in Figure 4. However.
the finite element parameter study and experimental work on Pier 5002
revealed that actual lateral distribution would correspond to effective
width values in excess of 10 feet. In view of this more efficient load
distribution, a prototype pier deck of equal span was also designed
based on an effective width value of 10 feet. This prototype design is
shown in Figure 5.

SCALE MODEL

Field testing on Pier 5002 sustained high noise-to-signal ratios
and ambient vibrations from waves and operations. In contrast, labora-
tory tests of a pier deck model would allow fnr proper control of the
environment and enhanced monitoring of loading and response. A one-
third scale model of the prototype design shown in Figure 5 was con-
structed at NCEL for laboratory testing. The model size was manageable
in a laboratory and still large enough to preclude special similitude
conditions associated with the nonhomogeneous nature of reinforced con-
crete. The deck consisted of a flat slab supported on rectangular pile
cap beams.
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The model structural drawings appear in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows
the test model during the construction phase and Figure 8 shows the
completed structure. It included five spans with pile bent spacing of 6
feet. The prototype has a 16-inch-thick deck with 15-foot clear spans
(18 feet center-to-center) between pile cap supports. Principal rein-
forcing of the prototype included No. 6 and No. 9, grade 60, deformed
bars with end spans having heavier reinforcement than intermediate
spans. Material properties of the model were identical to the proto-
type., but dimensions and bar sizes were scaled. In the model D5
deformed wire (equivalent to a No. 2 deformed, grade 60 bar) and No. 3
deformed, grade 60 bars were used with 4,000-psi concrete (design com-
pression strength). The model clear span was 5 feet and the slab
thickness was 5-3/8 inches. Reinforcing clear cover was one-third of
the prototype's (1 inch on the bottom and 5/8 inch on top). Model
dimensional and reinforcement placement tolerances were reduced three-
fold.

Since material densities are the same for both prototype and model,
dead weight of the model was one-third of the required weight for direct
similitude. Dead weight contributes moments of about 7 percent of those
produced by live service loads at the center of the model. This dis-.
crepancy does not affect the determination of lateral load distribution,
and is acceptable in determining ultimate failure.

The model supports were designed to match the torsional rigidity of
the prototype pile and cap beams support system such that there was no
impact on the load distribution into the deck. Finite element analyses
showed that the pile rotational rigidity is small compared to the flex-
ural rigidity of the deck and the torsional rigidity of the pile cap.
The cap beams were then provided only with uniform vertical support and
rested on the floor of the test building.

The model concrete mix is indicated in Table 1. The maximumi aggre-
gate size was scaled down to 3/8 inch. A higher relative content of
fine aggregate and the use of a high-range, water-reducing admixture
(superplasticizer) allowed the concrete to be pumped. The model was
cast from three concrete trucks. The concrete from the first load was
pumped into the supports up to near the deck level, the second truckload
completed the supports plus spans 2, 3, 4, and 5, while the final load
went into span 1 and completion of span 2. Concrete cylinder tests in
accordance with ASTM C-469 provided concrete strengths. The concrete
mix design was constant but the cylinder strength was 5,000 psi for span
1, and 7,500 psi for spans 2, 3, 4, and 5. The measured modulus of
elasticity for the central spans was 4,000 ksi and the measured Poisson
ratio was 0.15.

Coupon tests of the reinforcing in the loaded areas were conducted
in accordance with ASTM E8-87. The No. 2 bars had a yield strength of
81,000 psi and an ultimate strength of 85,000 psi, while the No. 3 bars
had a yield strength of 69,000 psi and ultimate strength of 109,000 psi.

SCOPE OF MODEL TESTS

The load tests were limited to static loads applied over a one-
third scale simulation of a crane outrigger pad footprint. Points were
loaded individually. Load points were moved from rnidspan to near
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supports and from structure centerline to free edge providing a range of
positions and flexure/shear combinations. Continuous monitoring of
sensors provided a full load range response.

Cyclic loads were applied in the service stress range of the con-
crete and reinforcement (concrete stresses remained less than 45 percent
of the 28-day cylinder strength and steel stresses remained less than
one-half of its yield strength). Loads were applied smoothly and with-
out impact or dynamic effect.

After completion of the service load tests, static, monotonic loads
to failure were applied. Failure was defined as exceeding ultimate ca-
pacity with sufficient displacement where the failure moie and
crack/deformation pattern was visibly evident.

Test Setup

The pier deck model was constructed on the rail-reinforced concrete
floor of NCEL Building 570. Figure 9 is a schematic of the test setup
and loading fixtures. Loads were applied using a 100-ton, hollow-ram,
hydraulic jack bearing on an 8-inch by 8-inch steel plate. The jack
pulled a high-strength steel rod anchored to the rail system built into
the floor of Building 570. The bearing pad consisted of a 1-1/2-inch
steel plate with a rectangular 8-inch by 8-inch "rim" modeling 90-ton
crane outrigger supports. A flat plate and circular shaped rim were
also tested as bearing pads with comparable, but better, load distri-
bution results.

Load locations are indicated in Figure 10. Load testing concen-
trated in three general areas for each span: (1) in the center of the
span (D15, D1, D4), (2) at the free edge (D5, D17), and (3) near the
support edge (D18, D3).

Instrumentation

The instrumentation layout focused on providing the load-
deformation (strain and deflection) response over a grid around the
loaded areas and at discrete points in neighboring spans. Typical
strain gage locations are shown in Figure 11. A photograph of concrete
strain gage layout for span 3 is provided in Figure 12. Deflection
gages were positioned laterally to the load points, as shown in Figure
13. The following sensors were employed:

1. Concrete Strain Gages - 4-inch gage length, 350-ohm,
paper-backed, SR-4 resistance wire gages.

2. Steel Strain Gages - HITEC hermetically-sealed weldable strain
gage, 350-ohm resistance, 7/8-inch gage length.

3. Deflection Gages - Temposonics linear Displacement Transducer
(LDT) (with analog output) senses position of an external ref-
erence (magnet target) to measure differential displacement
between the target and LDT.

4. Load Cell - Fabricated by strain gaging the high-strergth
reaction rod and calibrating it to a known tensile load.
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Concrete strain gages were epoxied to the compression face of the
deck slab. Weldable strain gages were attached to th," tension rein-
forcement opposite the compression gages. Tandem strain gages at each
point provided a measure of resistant flexural distribution away from
the load points. The load cell on the high-strength rod measured load
applied by the hydraulic ram.

Test Procedure

Two types of load tests were conducted on the structural model:
service loading and load to failure. Load testing was conducted at all
load points within the three general load areas identified previously
(seven individual load points shown in Figure 10).

Service load tests consisted of the following load cycles at each
location:

1. 0 to 10 kips (prior to flexural cracking) for 15 cycles

2. 0 to 30 kips for 15 cycles

3. 0 to 60 kips for 15 cycles

4. 0 to 90 kips for 20 cycles

The loads were cycled at each load level until the crack growth
ceased and the measured strain values stabilized. A model load of 30
kips on an 8-inch by 8-inch pad is equivalent to a prototype load of 270
kips applied by a 2-foot by 2-foot outrigger pad. Thus, the "model ser-
vice load" cycles listed above far exceed design outrigger loads for a
90-ton crane.

Loads to failure at each load point followed the cyclic load tests
at all locations. During tests to failure, the hydraulic ram operator
applied load monotonically until ultimate resistance was exceeded, a
failure pattern was well defined, and the strength of the slab had been
spent.

ANALYTICAL MODELING

Influence Surfaces

Influence surfaces for the bending moment at the center and edge of
rectangular plates with varying edge conditions have been developed by
A. Pucher (Ref 7). These influence surfaces have been obtained for
elastic, homogeneous, isotropic material properties. For uncracked con-
crete, this model is accurate but some deviation is expected in the post
cracking range where orthotropic section properties corresponding to
different orthogonal steel percentages are present.

Solutions for infinite strips with two edges restrained or one edge
restrained and one simply supported are given for the case of plates
with large ratios of width-to-length. These two cases approximate an
interior and art exterior span, respectively. Applying Maxwell's reci-
procity law, the moment at a point away from the center due to a center
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patch load is equal to the moment in the center due to a patch load at
that point. The moment along the centerline due to a center patch load
can thus be determined directly.

Refined Orthotropic Finite Element Analysis

The initial finite element model used in the parameter study was
refined with orthotropic shell elements. Using the ADINA finite element
code and an orthotropic material model allows for consideration of
orthotrophy caused by cracking and orthogonal steel percentage differ-
ence. Two material properties were then implemented: an isotropic
uncracked concrete material in the load range before flexural cracking,
and an orthotropic cracked reinforced concrete material at service loads
after cracking. The materials are considered linearly elastic and
deflections are small compared to plate thickness. Because concrete is
nonlinear at higher loads, these assumptions are limited to the service
load range.

A finite element mesh of the scale model employing ADINA's shell
and three-dimensional (3-D) elements is shown in Figure 14. A finer
mesh was always used for the span in which the load was applied.

RE3ULTS OF THE PARAMETER STUDY

The parameter study yielded the following quantitative results for
typical ranges of depth, span, and widths for Navy piers:

* Negligible distribution variation occurs due to change of the

width-to-span ratio.

* Negligible variation occurs due to effect of slab depth.

* More effective distribution results for midspan loads than
loads near a support.

* Less effective distribution results as load is moved toward a
free edge.

* Enhanced distribution results for increasing span length.

The parametric study also indicated that the lateral distribution
of the 2-foot patch load is more extensive than allowed by AASHTO's
formula. For midspan applied loads an effective width in excess of 10
feet was consistently obtained.

Figure 15 shows the effect on load distribution (effective width)
of moving the patch load from the center toward the support. The
lateral distribution is shown to be less effective near the support.
AASHTO's effective width for an 18-foot span is indicated. As the load
is applied near the free edge, the distribution is less effective, as
shown on Figure 16. It should be noted that an edge beam is typically
required which would contribute to load carrying and distribution. The
increase in effective width with increasing span length for a 2-foot pad
is shown in Figure 17.
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FIELD TEST RESULTS

For each location strain was plotted versus time for 15 minutes
prior to loading, then for 15 minutes after applying an 80-kip load.
Averaged strain differentials were obtained for comparison with numer-
ical values.

Figures 18 through 21 are examples of strain versus time for the
unloaded and loaded states. Figures 18 and 21 are typical plots, Figure
19 shows a maximum differential, and Figure 20 is indicative of loca-
tions away from the load where random oscillations dominate the strain
gage output. The random oscillations were due to operational activity
on the pier, s-,. action, mooring reactions, wind loading, and tempera-
ture changes.

Figures 2 through 24 are comparison; of measured and finite
element model strain differentials, by location. The strain differ-
ential values were normalized. Discrepancies are due to random oscil-
lations and different support conditions between the actual and finite
element model.

SCALE MODEL TEST RESULTS

Service Load Response

Load-deflection response exhibited a positive nonlinear slope which
decreased as the load increased. Load-deflection curves for a load
applied in the center of a span are shown in Figures 25 through 27.
Load-deflection curves for loads at the free edge are shown in Figures
28 and 29, and for loads near the support edges in Figures 30 and 31.
Lateral deflection distribut,on about a center load point is depicted in
Figure 32. Strain readings recorded on both sides of the load point
provided a direct measurement of moment distribution. The lateral
variation of the principal bending moment is shown in Figure 33 for a
center load. Moment magnitude exhibited a sharp decay away from the
load location. A more detailed normalized lateral load distribution
from two test load levels, finite element model results and Pucher's
approach (Ref 7), is provided in Figure 34 for a center patch load on
span 2. If Hooke's Law applies and stresses and moments are linearly
related, then the normalized lateral distributions of strain, moment,
and influence factors should coincide. Similar distribution curves were
derived for a load at center of spans 3 and 5 (Figures 35 and 36), and
for loads at the edge of spans 3 and 5 (Figures 37 and 38). Measured
distribution for loads at support edges are reported in Figures 39 and
40.

Failure Modes

The failure mode in all load locations was punching shear, comple-
mented by diagonal cracking near the supports for the load points near
the free edge of the slab. Midspan ultimate loads were in excess of 120
kips. For an effective slab depth, d, equal to 4-3/16 inches, this
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translates to an ultimate shear stress of 6.8 to 7.6 times /F for an
8-inch by 8-inch patch load print, away from the slab edges. 'ltimate
loads (and ultimate shear stresses) were:

127 kips (7.2 vT) for span 2 at midspan (015)

121 kips (6.8 Jrc) for span 3 at midspan (Dl)

130 kips (7.3 VYr) for span 5 at midspan (04)

110 kips (7.6 VTc) for span 1 at edge of support (D18)

121 kips (6.8 T) for span 4 at edge of support (03)

69 kips (3.9 /c) for span 3 at edge of span (D5)

70 kips (4.0 vfc) for span 5 at edge of span (D17)

A close view of the punching shear failure for the center of span 5
(04) is shown in Figures 41 and 42. The punching shear crack on the top
surface matched the footprint of the square steel-plywood pad and coni-
cally propagated into the slab at an angle of approximately 45 degrees.
Figure 43 is a typical view of the crack pattern on the deck bottom.
Failure at the edge of span 5 (D17) with diagonal tension cracks near
the supports is depicted in Figure 44.

Concrete strain failure did not exceed 2,400 microstrain and steel
strain did not exceed 1,800. Failure deflections were less than 0.38
inches at the point of load.

Strain gage readings were less than 5 percent error. LDT error was
less than 2 percent. Errors in the load measurements were less than 5
percent.

Effective Width Calculation

A load distribution factor may be calculated from the distribution
of internal moments determined from the tests, finite element analyses,
and influence surfaces of Reference 7. The sum of the internal moments
or the total area under the internal moment distribution curve is equiv-
alent to the externally applied moment due to the concentrated load.
Assuming the plate material is isotropic and homogeneous and follows
Hooke's law, the internal moments are proportional to the internal
strains. Thus, the effective width, E, is equal to the ratio of the
total area under the internal force curve to the maximum internal force,
the internal force being moment, strain, or influence factor. The dis-
tribution factor is the reciprocal of the effective width.

Applying laws of similitude, the effective widths corresponding to
the prototype will be threefold of those found for the model. Simi-
larly, for any other span size, if all dimensions (including patch size)
increase simultaneously, E will increase proportionally. Hence a plot
of E versus clear span would yield a straight line through the origin.
This is shown in Figures 45 to 48. On the other hand, if the patch load
size is kept constant, and all other dimensions are varied proportion-
ally, the resulting curve would originate with an effective width equal
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to the patch size and extend linearly toward the value of E for a point
load case of an infinitely large span. This indicates the importance of
considering point loads in the analysis.

The effective width relationship for midspan patch loads (e.g., on
spans 2, 3 and 5) is shown in Figures 45 and 46 as a function of clear
span width. Effective widths were obtained for test values, for
Pucher's approach, and for the finite element analyses. Since point
loads would yield lower, more conservative effective widths, they were
also considered whenever possible. In the numerical analyses the use of
uncracked section properties also yielded more conservative effective
widths.

Effective widths were also calculated at the midspan edge: interior
span (Figure 47) and exterior span (Figure 48). Results from all three
approaches are displayed.

Crack Patterns

Cracks on the deck top surface for a midspan load formed almost
concentric circles around the load point (Figure 49). On the deck bot-
tom surface, all cracks radiated from the load point except for those
formed on the last cycle, which corresponded to the intersection of the
conical punching shear surface with the deck bottom surface (Figure 50).
These crack patterns closely match the ones reported in Reference 3.

DISCUSSION OF SCALE MODEL RESULTS

Load-Deflection Curves

For a given load range and point of application, the load-
deflection curves are very similar regardless of span. For example,
midspan load-deflection plots at D1, D4 and D15 (spans 3, 5, and 2,
respectively) could not be differentiated if they were superimposed
(Figures 25, 26, 27). This increases the confidence in the experimental
data, and indicates that endspan effects on deflection magnitude and
distribution are small. Load deflections at the free edge of interior
and exterior spans (Figures 28 and 29) are also similar while those for
near support loading (Figures 30 and 31) coincide up to 100 kips.

Service Load Response

For midspan loads first flexural cracking was expected around 7
kips and yielding of the bottom flexural reinforcing at midspan was
expected around 55 kips. First flexural cracking occurred between 10
and 15 kips. The load response of the deck upon reloading was linear up
to at least 60 kips for centered loads (equivalent to 540 kips in proto-
type) which would represent conservative limits on service loading
(Figures 25 to 27).

For the cases of midspan load on center span (Figures 34, 35, 36)
and load on free edge (Figures 37 and 38), the normalized lateral dis-
tributions of strain, moment, and influence factors coincided. In all
cases the finite element model with uncracked and cracked properties
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provided a lower and upper bound, respectively, to the experimental
distribution. Pucher's influence surface method also yielded very close
agreement.

Due to decreased stiffness, load resistance decreased while
deflection increased for loads applied near the slab free edge. Loads
close to the edge displayed less lateral distribution resulting in
larger moments under the load point. The load response at the edge of
the slab was linear up to 45 kips (405 kips in prototype). There was no
perceptible difference in load distribution into the exterior span (span
5) and into the middle span (span 3).

Failure Modes

Due to superior load distribution, neither flexural yield mech-
anisms in the span nor yielding along the supports occurred as was
expected (at about 109 kips). Instead, all failures occurred from
punching shear. This is consistent with experimental observations from
Reference 3 and is a result of the arching mechanism of the short span-
to-depth of the slab.

For tests away from the slab edges the experimental ultimate shear
stress of 6.8 to 7.6 times VT is in excess of the design value of 4
i/f allowed by the American Concrete Institute (ACI) (Ref 8).
c For tests at slab free edges it should be noted that the test model

did not have an edge beam which would have significantly increased shear
and moment-capacities.

A disturbing result of the tests is the ultimate failure mode. A
punching shear failure occurs without warning, without large deflec-
tions, and without redistribution or redundancy. Even though the
failure loads are far above the expected range, shear failure is very
undesirable. An increase in deck depth without a commensurate increase
in flexural capacity will lessen the likelihood of a shear failure re-
sulting in a more redundant and desirable flexural failure mode.

Analytical Model Factors Affecting Effective Width

The following parameter effects are noted in the analytical
resul ts:

1. Effect of Load Type - Point loads represent the most con-
servative case in analytical modeling in terms of lateral distribution.

2.' Effect of Flexural Cracking and Orthotropy - The corresponding
relatively high stiffness corresponding to uncracked concrete properties
resulted in much lower lateral distribution. This provided a conserva-
tive lower bound for the effective width since service loads should
always induce cracking. Effective width values with uncracked proper-
ties were consistently 20 percenL lower than for cracked properties.

3. Effect of Boundary Conditions (pile supports) - Pile cap
bottoms are restrained by the bending stiffness of the piles which is
relatively small compared to the deck. If the pile caps were allowed to
displace laterally all effective width values would increase by 20 per-
cent.
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4. Effect of Transverse Reinforcement - In order to obtain proper
lateral distribution, a minimum amount of transverse steel must be pro-
vided. AASHTO provides requirements for transverse steel under 1.3.2(E)
Distribution Reinforcement. For main reinforcement parallel to traffic,
the amount is the percentage of the main reinforcement required for
positive moment given by:

Percentage = 100/v' (maximum 50 percent, with S in feet).

In order to evaluate the direct effect on effective width, a center
patch load was applied on span 3 for three different amounts of trans-
verse reinforcement of the finite element model: (a) 50 percent,
representing the maximum allowed, and the amount used in the test, (b)
25 percent, representing the required amount for a 15-foot clear span,
and (c) 7 percent, representing the minimum allowed by temperature and
shrinkage considerations. The effective width only decreased from 51
inches in case (a) to 50 inches in case (c). The required amount of
transverse 3teel therefore appears conservative at first, but further
investigation is required to observe the effects on ultimate capacity.

Effective Width and Slab Design

Effective widths were calculated for the values obtained from
tests, Pucher's approach, and finite element analyses. All sources
indicate the current practice of using AASHTO procedures is very con-
servative for patch loads cn Navy piers. More efficient load distri-
bution and the high probability of shear failure mode suggests a more
liberal design relationship for effective width should be employed for
decks subjected to patch loads, such as:

E = 0.5 S E < 10 feet.

which is about two times more liberal that AASHTO but still conservative
compared to analytical and experimental relationships.

For loads away from the edges, the more liberal value matches the
most conservative case of point load, uncracked properties, and res-
trained pile caps. The limit of 10 feet reflects a safe effective width
for the Navy pier prototype modeled in this study according to both
tests and the initial numerical parameter study. The above relationship
provides up to 100 percent better distribution than allowed by AASHTO
while being 50 percent lower than the patch load test results.

For a load at the edge of a support, experimental effective width
values are more conservative than the above relationship. Further,
these load points (D18 and D3) are near the inflection points and do not
have much moment to distribute.

For an edge load case, only the finite element analysis with
uncracked properLies is not conservative with respect to the above rela-
tionship. However, edge beams are required by AASHTO 1.3.2(D), which
should be able to carry a moment of 0.08 P.S for continuous spans (0.1
P-S for simple span) where P is the applied concentrated force. An edge
beam will then carry almost half the total moment due to P which is 0.17
P.S for continuous spans.
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Deck parameters can be optimized to take advantage of the increase
in effective width. The following two options should be considered:

1. The span length may be increased while maintaining cross-
sectional properties similar to current designs. As a consequence, the
number of piles can be reduced with considerable savings.

2. The moment capacity of the section may be reduced by reducing
the steel area while maintaining depths and span lengths similar to cur-
rent designs. The savings in steel weight and placement will also be
substantial. Deflections due to moment will increase.

CONCLUSIONS

Parameter Study and Field Tests

For typical Navy piers, with spans ranging from 14 feet to 24 feet-

1. An effective width in excess of 10 feet was determined.

2. Effective width increases with increasing span.

3. Moving the patch load toward a support or a free edge
decreases the effective width.

Pier Deck Model

Model tests and analyses of a prototype pier deck design revealed:

1. Cyclic testing at several load levels produced no signs of
deterioration at working load levels.

2. Finite element predictions of deflection and moment distribu-
tion closely reproduced experimental data.

3. Finite element analyses, experiments, and influence surface
analyses yielded almost identical lateral load distribution
patterns and very similar effective widths values.

4. An effective width relationship, E = 0.05 S (E < 10 feet), is
up to two times more liberal than AASHTO but still conserva-
tive with respect to all analytical models and experimental
values.

5. For locations away from the slab edges, punching shear stress
capacities were all above 6.8 VP1 .

c
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Table 1. Concrete Mix

Constituent Amount

Type I Cement 658 lb/yd 3

Fly Ash 100 lb/yd3

Water 350 lb/yd3

3/8-Inch Gravel 1,080 lb/yd3

Sand 1,740 lb/yd3

Water Reducing
Admixture (Sikament
86) Per Manufacturer
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Figure 2. Test area at the end of Pier 5002.
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Figure 7. Pier deck model - reinforcing cage and formwork.

Figure 8. Completed pier deck scale model.
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Fiqure 9. Schematic of loading apparatus.
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Figure 10. Pier deck model - load point locations.
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2 7 36
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Figure 11. Pier deck model - typical strain gage locations.

Figure 12. Strain gage locations for load point D1, span 3.
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Figure 13. Pier deck model - typical displacement gage locations.
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Figure 14. Pier deck model - deformed finite element mesh.
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Figure 22. Lateral strain distribution of midspan load.
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Figure 23. Longitudinal strain distribution of midspan load.
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PI

Figure 41. Punching shear failure at span 5, D4.
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Ai.

Figure 42. Top view of punching shear crack at span 5, D4.
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,66

Figure 43. Bottom view of punching shear crack at span 5, D4.

Figure 44. Punching shear failure at free edge of span 5, D17.
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SUPPORT EDGE

SPAN 3 - TOP

- CYCLE 15, 30 KIPS

i CYCLE 1, 90 KIPS

- CYCLE 20, 90 KIPS
K -- FAILURE

Figure 49. Crack patterns on deck top surface, span 3, Dl.

SUPPORT EDGE/

SPAN 3 -- BOTTOM

- CYCLE 15, 30 KIPS

- CYCLE 1, 90 KIPS

-CYCLE 20. 90 KIPS

-FAILURE

Figure 50. Crack patterns on deck bottom surface, span 3, DI.
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Oakland, CA; Code 412, San Diego, CA; Code 420, Oakland, CA; Code 421
(Kaya), Pearl Harbor, HI; Code 421 (Quin), San Diego, CA; Code 421
(Reynolds), San Diego, CA; Code 421, Norfolk, VA; Code 422, San Diego,
CA; Code 423, San Diego, CA
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SAN DIEGO PORT / Port Fac, Proj Engr, San Diego, CA
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIV / CE Dept (grishnamoorthy), San Diego, CA
SANDIA LABS / Lib, Livermore, CA
SARGENT & HERKES, INC / JP Pierce, Jr, New Orleans, LA
SEATECH CORP / Peroni, Miami, FL
SEATTLE PORT / Dave Van Vleet, Seattle, WA
SEATTLE UNIV / CE Depc (Schwaegler), Seattle, WA
SHELL OIL CO / E. Doyle, Houston, TX
SIMPSON, GUMPERTZ & HEGER, INC / Hill, Arlington, MA
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE / Thacker, San Antonio, TX; Energetic Sys
Dept (Esparza), San Antonio, TX; King, San Antonio, TX; M. Polcyn, San
Antonio, TX; Marchand, San Antonio, TX

STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK / CE Dept, Buffalo, NY
TEXAS A&M UNIV / CE Dept (Machemehl), College Station, TX; CE Dept

(Niedzwecki), College Station, TX; Ocean Engr Proj, College Station, TX
TRW INC / Engr Lib, Cleveland, OH
TUDOR ENGRG CO / Ellegood, Phoenix, AZ
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA / CE Dept (Fenves), Berkeley, CA; CE Dept (Fourney),

Los Angeles, CA; CE Dept (Gerwick), Berkeley, CA; CE Dept (Taylor),
Davis, CA; CE Dept (Williamson), Berkeley, CA; Naval Archt Dept,
Berkeley, CA

UNIV OF HAWAII / CE Dept (Chiu), Honolulu, HI; Manoa, Lib, Honolulu, HI;
Ocean Engrg Dept (Ertekin), Honolulu, HI; Riggs, Honolulu, HI

UNIV OF ILLINOIS / Metz Ref Rm, Urbana, IL
UNIV OF MICHIGAN / CE Dept (Richart), Ann Arbor, MI
UNIV OF NEW MEXICO / NMERI (Bean), Albuquerque, NM
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND / CE Dept (Kovacs), Kingston, RI
UNIV OF TEXAS / CE Dept (Thompson), Austin, TX; Construction Industry

Inst, Austin, TX; ECJ 4.8 (Breen), Austin, TX
UNIV OF WASHINGTON / CE Dept (Mattock), Seattle, WA
UNIV OF WISCONSIN / Great Lakes Studies Cen, Milwaukee, WI
USDA / For Svc, Reg Bridge Engr, Aloha, OR
USNA / Ch, Mech Engrg Dept (C Wu), Annapolis, MD; PWO, Annapolis, MD
VALLEY FORGE CORPORATE CENTER / Franklin Research Center, Norristown, PA
VAN ALLEN, B / Kingston, NY
VSE / Ocean Engrg Gp (Murton), Alexandria, VA
VULCAN IRON WORKS, INC / DC Warrington, Cleveland, TN
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP / Lib, Pittsburg, PA
WINSTON CHEE / Gretna, LA
WISS, JANNEY, ELSTNER, & ASSOC / DW Pfeifer, Northbrook, IL
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS / West Reg, Lib, Oakland, CA
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DISTRIBUTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory is revising its primary distribution lists.

SUBJECT CATEGORIES

1 SHORE FACILTIES 3D Alternate energy source (geothermal power, photovoltaic
1A Construction methods and materials (including corrosion power systems, solar systems, wind systems, energy

control, coatings) storage systems)
1B Waterfront structures (maintenance/deterioration conrol) 3E Site data and systems integration (energy resource data,
1C Utilities (including power conditioning) integrating energy systems)
1D Explosives safety 3F EMCS design
1 E Aviation Engineering Test Facilities 4 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
1F Fire prevention and control 4A Solid waste management
IG Antenna technology 4B Hazardous/toxic materials management
1H Structural analysis and design (including numerical and 4C Waterwaste management and sanitary engineering

computer techniques) 4D Oil pollution removal and recovery
1J Protective construction (including hardened shelters, shock 4E Air pollution

and vibration studies) 4F Noise abatement
1K Soil/rock mechanics 5 OCEAN ENGINEERING
1L Airfields and pavements 5A Seafloor soils and foundations
1M Physical security 58 Seafloor construction systems and operations (including
2 ADVANCED BASE AND AMPHIBIOUS FACILITIES diver and manipulator tools)
2A Base facilities (including shelters, power generation, water 5C Undersea structures and materials

supplies) 5D Anchors and moorings
2B Expedient roads/airfields/bridges 5E Undersea power systems, electromechanical cables, and
2C Over-the-beach operations (including breakwaters, wave connectors

forces) 5F Pressure vessel facilities
2D POL storage, transfer, and distribution 5G Physical environment (including site surveying)
2E Polar engineering 5H Ocean-based concrete structures
3 ENERGY/POWER GENERATION 5J Hyperbaric chambers
3A Thermal conservation (thermal engineering of buildings, 5K Undersea -ible dynamics

HVAC systems, energy loss measurement, power ARMY FEAP
generation) BDG Shore Facilities

3B Controls and electrical conservation (electrical systems, NRG Energy
energy monitoring and control systems) ENV Environmental/Natural Responses

3C Fuel flexibility (liquid fuels, coal utilization, energy from solid MGT Management
waste) PRR Pavements/Railroads

TYPES OF DOCUMENTS

D - Techdata Sheets; R = Technical Reports and Technical Notes; G = NCEL Guides and Abstracts, I = Index to TDS, U = User
Guides; {I None - remove my name



INSTRUCTIONS

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has revised its primary distribution lists. To help us verify
our records and update our data base, please do the following:

* Add - circle number on list

" Remove my name from all your lists - check box on list.

• Change my address - line out incorrect line and write in correction
(DO NOT REMOVE LABEL).

* Number of copies should be entered after the title of the subject categories
you select.

" Are we sending you the correct type of document? If not, circle the type(s) of
document(s) you want to receive listed on the back of this card.

Fold on line, staple, and drop in mail.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-5003

NO POSTAGE
Official Business NECESSARY
Penalty for Private Use, S300 IF MAILED

IN THE

BUSINESS REPLY CARD UT STA TES

FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 12503 WASH D.C.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Commanding Officer
Code L34
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-5003



NCEL DOCUMENT EVALUATION

You are number one with us; how do we rate with ytjui'

We at NCEL want to provide you our customer the best possible reports but we need your help. Therefore, I ask you
to please take the time from your busy schedule "o fill out this questionnaire. Your response will assist us in providing
the best reports possible for our users. I wish to thank you in advance for your assistance. I assure you that the
intormation you provide will help us to be more responsive to your future needs.

R. N. STORER, Ph.D, P.E.
Technical Director

DOCUMENT NO. TITLE OF DOCUMENT:

Date: Respondent Organization:

Name: Activity Code:
Phone: Grade/Rank:

Category (please check):

Sponsor-___ User Proponent __ Other (Specify)

Please answer on your behalf only; not on your organization's. Please check (use an X) only the block that most closely
describes your attitude or feeling toward that statement:

SA Strongly Agree A Agree 0 Neutral D Disagree SD Strongly Disagree

SA A N D SD SA A N D SD

1. The technical quality of the report () () () () () 6. The conclusions and recommenda- () () () ()
is comparable to most of my other tions are clear atid directly sup-
sources of technical information, ported by the contents of the

report.
2. The report will make significant () () () () ()

improvements in the cost and or 7. The graphics, tables, and photo- ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
performance of my operation. graphs are well done.

3. The report acknowledges related ( ) ( ) C) C)
work accomplished by others. Do you wish to continue getting

4. The report is well formatted. (0 0 0 0 0) NCELreports? YES NO

Please add any comments (e.g., in what ways can we
5. The report is clearly written. 0 ) ) () () ( ) improve the quality of our reports?) on the back of this

form.



Comments:

Please fold on line and staple
_ _ _ _ _ _ - -- i
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Naval CM Engineering Laboratory
Port Hueneme. CA 93043- 5003

Official Business
Penalty for Private Use $300

Code L038
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
PORT HUENEME, CA 93043-5003
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